----nexcess
beyond hosting.

OUR STORY
We believe in the promise of th e Cloud: scalability,
security, performance, and ease of use. Together
with our team, clients, and partners, we've built
someth ing better.
Since 2000, we've been deploying
application-specific h osting platforms that empower
th e way you do business. With over 10 years of
extensive testing, support, and h osting experience
- with tens of thousands of Magenta Commerce and
Open Source stores - we've created a Cloud platform
designed around you.
Deploy fast, perform faster, and scale when you need
it with Nexcess Cloud.

Magenta 2 is an enterprise class eCommerce platform created by Magenta, Inc. that may be used in conjunction with Nexcess seivices as well as the services of other web-hosting
providers. There is no specific relationship, sponsorship, or affiliation between Nexcess and the Magenta 2 platform or Magenta. Inc. Furthermore, this guide merely provides the
opinions of Nexcess and should not be interpreted as an endorsement of Nexcess by the Magenta 2 platform or Magento, Inc.
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Magenta 2 i s the second major release of the
popular Magenta eCommerce platform. Today,
Magenta i s one of the most wi dely used open
source eCommerce soluti ons i n the world. Thi s is
largely due to i ts flexi bi li ty for merchants looking
to desi gn and customi ze thei r store. In part, this
flexi bi li ty stems from the extensi ve Magenta
ecosystem of thi rd party plug-i ns. Movi ng beyond
extensi ons, the Magenta 2 archi tecture allows
developers to further customi ze the store to the
merchant's requirements.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Wi th thi s versati le nature, Magenta requires
consi derable resources to remai n performant. A
sluggi sh, unresponsi ve store wi ll drive users away
from even the best desi gned si tes. AU aspects of
the software stack requi re proper tuni ng for both
software i tself and the hardware beneath. Improper
tuni ng of even seemi ngly i nsi gni ficant variables
can cause bottlenecks and cascadi ng i ssues that
derai l performance.
Thi s gui de provi des configurati on and best
practi ces to keep your Magenta 2 store at peak
performance. Thi s informati on deri ves from 10
years' experi ence wi th Magenta installations,
and i ncludes everythi ng from startup stores to
enterpri se clusters. The system and service
configurati on setti ngs mi rror the values we use
on our systems, wi th noted excepti ons for
vari ables speci fic to store si ze and hardware
configurati on. Near the end of thi s paper, we
provi de a benchmark to demonstrate the
effecti veness of these optimizations.
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Running an application like Mag enta 2 on a stock
system with the base variables set for services like
MySQL, PHP-FPM, and Apache almost guarantees
poor performance. Modern applications like
Mag enta 2 are resource-hung ry and dependent
on proper system and service configurations to
run efficiently. Good information about how to
make these adjustments is scarce, and much of
it is outdated. Even our 2013 white paper, Magenta
Hosting - Best Practices for Optimum
Performance, has drifted into obsolescence.
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The next section focuses on various system
services and the optimum config uration for each.
Each entry explains the reasoning behind the
settings and includes any other considerations
worth taking into account, and we applied these
variables when benchmarking Mag enta 2 for this
white paper. As noted above, all system and
service config uration settings mirror the values
on Nexcess systems.

Modern applications like Magenta 2 are resource-hungry and dependent
on proper system and service configurations to run efficiently.
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OPERATING
SYSTEM

CHANGE
DEFAULT DISK
SCHEDULER

The Linux kernel provides a method to adjust the disk scheduler
to tune 1/0 performance to match the given hardware. There are
currently three scheduler options available in Cent0S:
noop, deadline, and cfq (completely fair queuing)_ To restrain
scope, it is enough to know they exist to help optimize the 1/0
workload for the given hardware.
A server running Magenta 2 benefits most from SSD s, or fast SAS
drives and a RAID controller. For this type of hardware, allowing the
kernel to re-order 1/0 writes wastes resources because the RAID
controller's scheduler already performs this function.
To prevent the kernel from duplicating this function, change noop
by issuing the command below, where sdX is the hardware device
or devices used by the system.
Attention: Issue the command in
not persist over boot.

r c . 1 oc a 1

or equivalent, or it will

echo noop > /sys/block/sdX/queue/scheduler

DISC SCHEDULER
QUEUE SIZE
FILE SYSTEM
AND MOUNT
OPTIONS

If you are running HD D s and a scheduler other than noop, increasing
the queue to 256 will improve write efficiency.

Most modern operating systems such as Cent0S 7 have switched
from EXT4 to XFS as the default file system. XFS is a modern
journaling file system that has numerous advantages including
greater scalability, quick recovery from file system issues, and faster
raw 1/0 performance. The use of XFS is highly recommended for
any Cent0S 7-based system, and EXT4 has no place in any modern
configuration.
Many older distributions of linux use EXT4 and by default, most
EXT4 Linux file systems log the time of access (at i me). This means
that every time a file is read, the system updates the file's metadata
to include the most recent atime. When files number in the tens of
thousands, as is the case with Magenta 2 and similar applications,
ths creates significant overhead. Therefore, disabling at i me tends to
increase performance. However, XFS uses relatime instead of
at i me, and so is unaffected by this change.
To disable in EXT4, add the noatime option to the end of your
mount options list in /etc/fstab for the partition containing your
Magenta installation. The change will take effect the next time the
partition is mounted.
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The Linux disk 1/0 schedulers uses a queue to process 1/0 requests.
This queue has a default size of 128 operations. Increasing this
queue puts more 1/0 operations into memory and allows more data
in the queue, all of which is properly ordered by the scheduler.

Attention: Issue the command in
not persist over boot.

r c . 1 oc a 1

or equivalent, or it will

echo 256 > /sys/block/sda/queue/nr_requests
If you are instead using SSD s and the noop scheduler, increasing this
setting will have little to no effect.

PRECISE
PRIORITIES

In Linux distributions, most processes are set to run at the same
priority level. This creates potential scheduling contention between
processes that need to run in at higher priorities (P HP, MySQL)
versus processes that do not (cron jobs). We recommend strictly
prioritizing all system processes in categories from low to real-time
by setting values in limit s.conf, as well as setting specific
application process priorities and Nice levels, as appropriate. For
more information, see the process-priority schedule in GitHub at
https://github.com/nexcess/magento-whitepaper-april-2018.
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PHP and Magento: The Last 5 Years

Ma genta 1 wa s developed on the PHP 5 major
relea se, supporting up to PHP 5.6, which was
relea sed in 2014. PHP 7.0 sa w relea se In
December 2015, delivering funda menta l changes
a nd a nd improvement to the PHP interpreter. PHP
reported a 50 percent increa se in speed over the
previous 5.6 relea se. Other improvements include
significa ntly reduced memory usa ge, improved
exception ha ndling, consistent 64-bit support for
modern opera ting systems, a nd the remova l of
ma ny old a nd unsupported SAPls a nd extensions.
Seeking to ca pita lize on these improvements and
faster loa d times, Ma genta chose to support PHP
7 over PHP 5 when developing Ma genta 2. The
cla im of "50 percent increa se in speed" was
va lida ted in our origina l benchma rking of
Ma genta 2 2015, a nd a ga in in our Ma genta 2
white pa per, Magenta 2: Prem;um Performance
w;th PHP 7 and Varn;sh.

PHP

As of April 2018, Ma genta 1 does not natively
support PHP 7, a lthough some third party
extensions a ttempt to brea ch this gap.

Both Magenta 1 and Magenta 2 are written in PHP.
Generally speaking, stores that run the most current
and supported version of PHP tend to be faster and
more responsive than ones that do not.
Current Nexcess Cloud-based plans include support
for PHP 5.6 through 7.2. We strongly recommend
running Magenta 2 with PHP 7.0 and later for
optimal performance. As of Magenta 2.2.0, PHP 7.0
is now a minimum requirement, and PHP 7.1 the
most current and supported.
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PHP 7.1 sa w delivery in December 2016 with small
improvements. PHP 7.1 is likewise supported by
Ma genta a nd will rema in in active development
until December 1, 2018. At time of publication,
PHP 7.2 is now a va ila ble, but not yet actively
supported by Ma genta 2. This is prima rily due to
the remova l of the mcrypt libra ries, which a re an
older cryptographic libra ry now considered
insecure by the community. Newer cryptographic
libra ries, such a s libsodium a nd others, a re part
of the PHP 7.2 relea se. At time of publication,
there is no timeline for officia l PHP 7.2 support.

TUNING THE
DYNAMIC PM

PHP-FPM defaults are far from ideal. We recommend the following settings:
Process Manager

As discussed earlier, set the process manager to dynamic.

pm

=

dynamic

Max Children
This sets the maximum creatable number of child processes when using the static or dynamic
process managers. Similar to the Apache MaxClients directive, this sets a hard limit on how many
parallel PHP-FPM requests can be processed.
It is important to consider available system memory and the amount used by each PHP
process when setting this variable. Setting it too high can result in out-of-memory conditions.
Benchmarking various settings will also allow for proper tuning. Even in systems with a hefty
surplus of memory, there are finite CPU cores available to process each request.

pm.max_children

96

=

Start Servers

Start servers sets the number of child processes to be listening upon starting the PHP-FPM
process. With the dynamic PM, this normally does not require a very high setting because new
child processes will be created as demand increases. Setting it with a moderate value helps curb
memory usage, and offers a solid compromise between the static and ondemand PMs.

pm.start_servers

=

8

Minimum and Maximum Spare Servers
Since the dynamic PM creates additional processes based on demand, it will create new child
processes up to the value set by pm.max_ch i ld ren. The number of child processes ftuctuates and is
determined by pm.mi n_spa re_se rvers and pm.max_spa re_se rvers. We typically set these to
one-half and double the pm.start_servers variable, respectively.

pm.min_spare_servers
pm.max_spare_servers

=
=

4
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Maximum Number of Requests

The maximum number of requests-per-process can be specified with pm.max_requests.
This prevents potential memory leaks by limiting the memory used by a single process.
We recommend setting this variable relatively high to limit the unnecessary destruction and
recreation of processes. Depending on site traffic, a process may sit idle for minutes to days.
If it appears an application consumes excessive memory due to such a leak, this value
can be decreased.

pm.max_requests
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MYSQL

Our CentOS 6 platform used Percona Server
instead of the standard version of MySQL. As
detailed in our white paper, Percona Server Versus
Percona XtraDB Cluster: A Magenta Case Study, we
chose Percona because it 1) is compatible with
MySQL, 2) is open source, and 3) performs better
than MySQL. We have historically used Percona
server for all Magenta 1 and Magenta 2 plans
with great success.
Moving to CentOS 7, we switched from Percona
to MariaDB, which is another high performance,
open source replacement for MySQL. MariaDB is
now included with base CentOS 7, translating to
a platform with less external dependencies and
a simplified deployment process.
MariaDB has an extensive amount of tunable
variables. For the entire production my . c n f file
usd in this benchmark, refer to the GitHub repo at
https:/ /github.com/nexcess/magento-whitepaperapril-2018.
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Few systems at Nexcess escape his insight. When
not monitoring our hosting infrastructure or
upholding PCI security standards, Brad celebrates
life with his fa mily and plays a mean game of
Puerto Rico.
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Brad Boegler is Director of System Operations
at Nexcess. With over a decade in systems
administration, he oversees our internal systems
and was the author of Magenta Hosting - Best
Practices for Optimum Performance.

For details regarding all system configurations,
visit our GitHub repo at https://github.com/
nexcess/magento-whitepaper-april-2018.
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